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What data do you / might you use? 
• Small data sets?

• Large data sets?



Molecular biology: how it used to be

• Small data linked to experimental process
• (like primer design still is)

• Sequencing gene you are working on

• BLAST, pairwise alignments, sequence translation enough



Now…

• Multiple genome sequences 

• Big data

• Separation of experiment and data analysis

• Analysis and understanding requires different skills



Bioinformatics is important to us

• Some understanding of bioinformatics is essential these days, either 
to understand and evaluate other people's data / papers, or to plan 
and analyse your own experiments

• Which aspects, and level of knowledge will vary according to need

• However, it's hard for individuals to know where to start



https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/courses/bioinformatics-terrified/

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/courses/bioinformatics-terrified/


My story
• Pre 2000

• Sabbatical

• Benefits
• Interactional expertise

• Microarrays – statistical analysis
• Databases
• DNA sequence
• Programming
• Reading papers

• Grants, papers
• More enjoyable
• Outside the academic world

• Crossing other boundaries
• Arts, humanities, social sciences



Software developed

List of significant genes

Guidelines for experimental design 
(biological / technical replicates)

• We were carrying out microarray experiments
• How can we reliably define genes that 

significantly change level of expression?
• Collaboration with statistician (LW) using our 

microarray data to develop analysis software

But: 
• required formal collaboration
• we didn’t learn how to use it 

ourselves – still dependent



What happens at the moment?

• Often, as with statistics, advice is via a service

• Likely that supervisors and co-workers may also not have the 
expertise to help

• There are many external resources, but it's hard to know which to 
focus on

• In addition, many peoples find the topic difficult - I have 'learned' 
statistics many times, and it never seems to stick



What happens at the moment?

• Tend to rely on
• Other people

• who may be slow, not understand our work, distant, and not easy to communicate with

• Who have their own research to do

• Help as favour? Help as collaboration?

• WYSIWYG services that may be limited or opaque

• Avoid doing the experiments we want?

• Don’t really understand the analysis?

• There usually isn’t a discourse within a lab group



What happens at the moment?

• It's also hard for organizations/departments with differing make-ups 
to develop resources and structures to train and support people who 
have different backgrounds and quite particular research needs

• Hard to develop a sustainable system

• (This is the case everywhere)



What are you good at?

Think of:
• Something you’re good at / you feel expert in

• Language, music, sport, cooking, lab, astrophysics

Questions
• What does being expert mean?

• How did you become good?



What is expertise?

• Different types (Harry Collins)
• Contributory

• Understand and able to do work in that area

• Interactional
• Not ‘expert’, but have some understanding and can have a conversation

• Vocabulary is important
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interactional_expertise

• It’s not all or nothing – everyone is in a different place

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interactional_expertise


Our multidisciplinary world
• Growth in knowledge means can’t be an expert in all

• Complexity of problems means solutions need work in >1 area

Website redesign
image: https://uxandyou.wordpress.com



Wikipedia list of academic fields – 2500 lines

What disciplines does your research include?



Different worlds?

Wet science

StatisticsBioinformatics

Epidemiology Social Sciences

Easier to move between 
disciplines within a ‘world’ 



Easier to move between disciplines within a ‘world’ 

rDNA

PCR

ELISA

HPLC

Write simple 
program in 

Python

Run a script in 
Unix



“Wet” vs “dry” don’t 
mix well

• Nutrigenomics - diet-gene and diet-genome interactions 

• Relies on both of these types and on both of these types of work. 

• For instance, in the interviews conducted, wet and dry scientists 
actively constructed and maintained an “us versus them” distinction.

• Nutrigenomicists acknowledged the existence of multiple disciplinary 
boundaries within the wet and the dry sections of the programs, but 
assigned a special status to the boundary between wet and dry 
research practices. 

https://doi.org/10.1641/B580811

https://doi.org/10.1641/B580811


“Wet” vs “dry” are not different ‘disciplines’ 

• Rather, they are two styles of scientific reasoning or practice

• They have different ‘truth statements’, often only understood within a 
style

• Need each other – but not an easy relationship



Wet Dry

Lab equipment In silico tools

Physiological measurements Computational methods

Biomarker = physiological measurement Biomarker = a dimensional reduction of 800 or more 
gene expressions

“Incubation of cells in arginine-free medium resulted 
in complete inhibition of cell proliferation, whereas 
cell growth was initiated again by adding arginine to 
the culture medium”

“MsbA is a member of the MDR-ABD transporter 
group by sequence homology”

Gene pathway map = entities conveying biological 
meaning

Gene pathway map = graphical displays of statistical 
analyses

“If an expert tells us what an arrow means, we have 
no way to store it”



“Wet” vs “dry” - different viewpoints

• Seek out cooperation, yet they simultaneously attempt to solve problems 
within their own style of science, whether wet or dry

• Publishing / scientific status continue divide:

• Journals often exist within a single style
• publication in wet biology journals requires wet experimental evidence to confirm 

analyses.

• Dry scientists
• act as consultants in data analysis for biological scientists (little credit)

• develop new algorithms and bioinformatical tools for data analysis (more credit, 
useful to them)



“Wet” vs “dry” – where they meet

Trading zone?

Wet Dry

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_zones

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trading_zones


Wet science Bioinformatics

Structural biology drove a lot of early bioinformatics

PhD part 2PhD part 1



Wet science Bioinformatics

Microbiology
Genetics
Biochemistry
(Statistics)

Computer science
- Programming
- Database management
Information engineering
Mathematics
Statistics 
(Biology)

Disciplines

Laboratory
Physical manipulation
Liquid handling
Making solutions
Aseptic technique
Culturing cells
Sample storage
Small numbers

Computer
Unix/Linux
Scripting
Command line
Large databases
Programming – C, C++, Perl, Python, R etc
Algorithm development
Pipelines

Technical world

It’s not surprising 
communication is 
hard!

(Computing interface: PC/Mac, MS Office, 
bespoke packages for equipment, 
restriction maps / primer design, 
web/wysiwyg)

(Computing interface: linux, text editor, text 
files, binaries)



What blocks us?
• Unsure how to get going

• lack of knowledge

• lack of ease / familiarity with linux / command line computing

• Physical separation - no-one actively doing it here so that you can both watch and 
ask questions

• Language
• Reference genome
• Pipeline
• Fastq file
• Bam file
• VCF file

• Different understandings of prioritization, relevance, significance

• What is an experiment? How do you write it up?



“I will not describe profound issues such as how to formulate 
hypotheses, design experiments, or draw conclusions. Rather, I will 
focus on relatively mundane issues such as organizing files and 
directories and documenting progress.”



This has elements of being a wicked problem (complex, no single solution), which 
might affect how we react to it?

It isn’t just you – this happens everywhere  
• Clinical scientists – there are special funding schemes to help this crossover



Whole Genome Sequencing as an example

There is a separate presentation on that…



‘How to Become a Bioinformatician’

https://bitesizebio.com/38236/how-to-become-a-bioinformatician/


Some generic data skills

• Handling text files

• Handling binary files

• Knowing the core data type (e.g. FASTQ)

• Getting on your computer sciences system

• Using Unix / command line interfaces (CLIs) generally

• Running scripts

• Learning basic Programming (Python, R)



Break it down; take small steps?

Handling text files:

• Why do we use text files

• Different types 
• PC: combination of a carriage return and linefeed (CR/LF)

• Unix/Mac: linefeed (LF)

• Good text editors: Notepad++ rather than Notepad

• Binary files (zip/gz)
• Why we use them

• How to use them

• Tab-delimited / CSV files

• (import to / export from Excel)

• Fastq files



Getting Computer Sciences access (where bioinformatics software installed):

• In UCL, this takes time, effort, and learning!

Logging in to personal Unix account / Simple unix file commands:

Unix – small steps



• Using genome viewers: How to use Artemis; awareness of other viewers (IGV etc)

• Key sequencing methodologies: Sanger / Massively parallel (Illumina) / Single 
molecule (Nanopore)

• Sequence analysis 1 (Mtb / mapping to reference strain)

• Step 1
• Step 2
• ….

• Sequence analysis 2 (Gram negative genomes / looking for species and resistance 
genes) 

• .....

Sequencing – small steps



Take-home messages
• Many projects these days require – or would benefit from - some ability to handle ‘big 

data’
• … and existing big data is a treasure trove of potential projects

• This creates real problems for wet lab scientists 
• Different languages, skills, ways of working, concepts
• Lack of apprenticeship / peers / supervision / investment of time

• Crossing the barriers can bring huge benefits for the project and your career

• Leaving it completely to ‘an expert’ is better than nothing, but not ideal 

• You don’t have to become an expert in everything

• Handling data in one field is similar to another – so transferable

• Just like the lab, it means ‘doing’ and investing time, as well as talking and reading

• Starting is hard – you need to persevere

• Most data scientists are largely self-taught – you can learn (enough) too

• Resources are there, and people will help you so long as you’re getting stuck in!

• In the end, it’s your choice, your responsibility 

• It’s also immensely stimulating and fun



Questions for your discussion later

• What data do you / might you use? 

• What disciplines does your research include?

• What are you good at? How did you become good?

• What does being expert mean?
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